Wheelchair ergonomic hand drive mechanism use improves wrist mechanics associated with carpal tunnel syndrome
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Abstract—Among conventional manual wheelchair (CMW) users, 49% to 63% experience carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) that is likely induced by large forces transmitted through the wrist and extreme wrist orientations. The ergonomic hand drive mechanism (EHDM) tested in this study has been shown to utilize a more neutral wrist orientation. This study evaluates the use of an EHDM in terms of wrist orientations that may predispose individuals to CTS. Eleven adult full-time CMW users with spinal cord injury participated. Motion data were captured as participants propelled across a flat surface, completing five trials in a CMW and five trials in the same CMW fitted with the EHDM. Average angular wrist orientations were compared between the two propulsion styles. Use of the EHDM resulted in reduced wrist extension and ulnar deviation. The shift to more neutral wrist orientations observed with EHDM use may reduce median nerve compression.
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INTRODUCTION

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is an overuse injury that develops in 49 to 63 percent of conventional manual wheelchair (CMW) users [1–4]. CTS is caused by compression of the median nerve in the carpal tunnel and is characterized by pain and numbness in the hand and wrist that progressively worsens if left untreated [5–6]. Because CMW users have an increased reliance on their upper limbs for mobility and weight relief in addition to performing activities that require grasping and reaching, pain in the hand and wrist can be particularly debilitating. Pain associated with CTS may prevent individuals from maintaining their independence and from participating in activities of daily living, lessening the quality of life of these individuals [7]. Previous research has noted that future work should focus on new propulsion techniques that reduce stress on the wrist with each push in order to lessen the risk of developing CTS [8]. Reducing stress on the wrist is especially important because CTS is an overuse injury and median nerve damage typical of CTS is cumulative [9]. Further, a typical CMW user pushes on the pushrims 2,500 times each day with just 40 min of propulsion, which is probably an underestimation [10–11].

CTS is likely induced by a combination of (1) large forces transmitted through the wrist and (2) an extreme range of wrist motion, both of which can compress the

Abbreviations: CMW = conventional manual wheelchair, CTS = carpal tunnel syndrome, EHDM = ergonomic hand drive mechanism.
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median nerve within the carpal tunnel and are typical of CMW propulsion. For any given muscular force, the joint reaction force and therefore median nerve compression increases as the deviation from neutral orientation increases [12]. Therefore, compression of the nerve is greater with applied forces at extreme ranges of motion than compression of the nerve during periods of force application with more neutral wrist positioning. Keir et al. observed that wrist orientation beyond 48.6° of flexion, 32.7° of extension, 21.8° of radial deviation, or 14.5° of ulnar deviation leads to carpal tunnel pressure greater than the critical threshold of 30 mm Hg [13]. Therefore, these wrist orientations can be defined as extreme or outside the limits of the neutral range of orientation. When this critical pressure threshold is exceeded for short periods of time, the temporary effects are consistent with initial stages of CTS [14]. Chronic application in excess of this critical pressure threshold is known to result in nerve damage [15]. Contrary to the findings of the previously mentioned studies, Boninger et al. observed a relationship between an increased wrist flexion and extension range of motion and improved median nerve conduction during CMW propulsion [16]. However, this increased range of motion was also related to lower cadence and lower forces. Boninger et al. attribute the improved median nerve health to the longer, smoother propulsion style characterized by decreased cadence and peak force and only cite the increased range of motion as a lesser, corollary factor [16]. Therefore, a propulsion style that utilizes extreme wrist orientations as specified by Keir et al. [13] may still pose a risk for developing CTS as suggested by Veeger et al. [17].

While various researchers have examined the metabolic cost and mechanical efficiency of previous lever-propelled wheelchair designs, the analysis of wrist range of motion during lever propulsion has either been neglected or assumed to be beneficial [18–21]. The ergonomic hand drive mechanism (EHDM) tested in this study considers user anthropometrics that other lever-propelled designs ignore and has previously been shown to utilize a more neutral range of wrist orientation [22–23]. Ideally, the EHDM would utilize a wrist orientation within the limits as specified by Keir et al. to reduce carpal tunnel pressure and therefore the risk of developing CTS [13]. The purpose of this project was to evaluate the use of the EHDM in terms of wrist orientations that may predispose individuals to CTS.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

A heterogeneous population of 11 adult full-time CMW users, including both persons with paraplegia and tetraplegia, was recruited for participation (Table 1). All participants were determined to be medically and functionally stable and at least 6 mo postinjury before inclusion. The protocol was approved by the University of Florida Institutional Review Board and all participants signed an informed consent before testing started.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (yr)</th>
<th>Body Mass (kg)</th>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Lesion Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persons with Paraplegia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons with Tetraplegia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± SD — 37.5 ± 12.2 72.8 ± 13.5 1.73 ± 0.11 —

C = cervical, F = female, M = male, SD = standard deviation, T = thoracic.
Equipment

The EHDM utilizes a cam pawl and ratchet mechanism that grabs onto the tire during forward propulsion and releases it during the recovery phase (Figure 1). The EHDM was attached to the axle of both wheels on a CMW (QuickieGP, Sunrise Medical LLC; Fresno, California) and could be rotated to the back of the wheelchair when not in use, as previously described in Zukowski et al. [23]. With this setup, the same wheelchair was used for all testing and maintained all the same settings for each propulsion style condition. Lever length and hand-grip orientation could be modified and were adjusted according to user anthropometrics and preference (Figure 2). Thirty-five reflective markers were placed on the participants in accordance with the Vicon upper limb and plug-in-gait models, excluding all markers distal to the knee. Motion data were captured by 11 Vicon MX series cameras (Vicon; Oxford, United Kingdom) at a sampling rate of 120 Hz.

Protocol

Prior to testing, participants transferred into the CMW fitted with the EHDM and propelled themselves until they were comfortable with both CMW and EHDM propulsion. During testing, participants propelled at a self-selected speed across a length of 8 m, completing five trials in a CMW and five trials in the same CMW fitted with the EHDM. The two sets of trials were randomized to prevent a fatigue bias. Participants were told to propel themselves at a comfortable speed in order to prevent artificial constraints on propulsion. Angular kinematics of the wrist in the planes of flexion and extension and radial and ulnar deviation were computed with Nexus version 1.8.5 (Vicon) and BodyBuilder version 3.6.1 (Vicon) using the XZY Euler angles sequence.

Analysis

A custom MATLAB program (MathWorks; Natick, Massachusetts) was written to filter data with a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter (cutoff frequency of 10 Hz chosen based on residual analysis). Only trials that
contained at least one complete push were included in the analysis. A complete push was operationally defined as including both a push phase (from hand contact with the rim to release of the rim) and a recovery phase (from release of the rim to hand contact with the rim). After all data were filtered, each push was separated into a push phase and a recovery phase and then cut down to exclude the recovery phase. At least one push phase was analyzed per trial, but all push phases recorded were analyzed. Each push phase, heretofore referred to as a push, was then time normalized by percentage to 100 percent. All normalized pushes for each trial were combined to calculate an average push per trial and then these trial averages were subsequently combined to calculate an average push per participant. This average push was then divided into 10 consecutive percentile intervals, each constituting 10 percent of the total push. Average angular orientation of the right wrist in the planes of flexion and extension and radial and ulnar deviation were determined during each percentile interval. These angular values were then compared between the two propulsion style conditions using paired samples t-tests (α = 0.01, adjusted for multiple comparisons). Wrist orientations that exceed critical pressure thresholds in the carpal tunnel as specified by Keir et al. (beyond 48.6° of flexion, 32.7° of extension, 21.8° of radial deviation, or 14.5° of ulnar deviation) have been operationally defined as extreme or exceeding the limits of the neutral range of wrist orientations [13]. Statistical analyses were completed using SPSS version 17.0 (IBM Corporation; Armonk, New York).

RESULTS

Velocity and Cadence

Although no hypotheses were made concerning velocity and cadence, these variables were analyzed between the two conditions to facilitate interpretation of the proposed analyses. Participants selected a speed of 0.67 ± 0.18 m/s (mean ± standard deviation) using the EHDM versus 1.03 ± 0.22 m/s using the CMW (p < 0.001) and a cadence of 47.8 ± 7.1 pushes per minute using the EHDM versus 56.0 ± 10.0 pushes per minute using the CMW (p = 0.009).

Wrist Flexion and Extension

Wrist orientation exceeded the limits of the neutral range of wrist extension but not wrist flexion while using both the EHDM and the CMW (Figures 3–4). Specifically, during percentiles 20 to 40 of the push, use of the EHDM resulted in an average of 24.5° less wrist extension than the CMW (Table 2). Further, CMW use resulted in wrist orientation consistently outside of the neutral range of wrist extension during this same 20 percent of the push (Table 2). During percentiles 0 to 20 and
40 to 50, CMW use resulted in average wrist orientations consistently outside of the neutral range of wrist extension with CMW use although the differences between propulsion style conditions only approached significance (Table 2). During the last 30 percent of the push, EHDM propulsion utilized a wrist orientation within the neutral range of extension, but CMW propulsion exhibited even less wrist extension than EHDM propulsion (Table 2).

### Wrist Radial and Ulnar Deviation

Wrist orientation exceeded the limits of the neutral range of ulnar deviation but never radial deviation when using both the EHDM and the CMW (Figures 5–6). Wrist orientations significantly differed between propulsion style conditions but were within the neutral range of radial and ulnar deviation during the first 20 percent of the push (Table 3). During the last 30 percent of the push, EHDM propulsion resulted in an average of 13.7° less ulnar deviation than CMW propulsion (Table 3). Further, CMW use resulted in wrist orientation outside of the neutral range of ulnar deviation during this same 30 percent of the push (Table 3). During the 60 to 70 percentile interval, differences between the propulsion style conditions only approached significance, but the same pattern of CMW use exhibiting wrist orientation outside of the neutral range of ulnar deviation was evident (Table 3).

### DISCUSSION

The purpose of this project was to evaluate the use of an EHDM in terms of wrist orientations that may predispose individuals to CTS. In an effort to preserve ecological validity, velocity and cadence were not controlled between the two propulsion conditions, resulting in a faster velocity utilized with the CMW and a lower cadence utilized with the EHDM. The different velocities and cadences utilized may have affected the kinematics recorded, but these data are more representative of preferred propulsion using each wheelchair. Further, Boninger et al. observed wrist orientations at two different speeds (1.3 and 2.2 m/s) and observed that mean maximum flexion, extension, and ulnar deviation angles did
not change with speed [10]. The mean maximum radial deviation angle did decrease with increasing speed, but the pattern and timing remained the same [10]. Therefore, the different cadences and velocities utilized should not affect the interpretation of the wrist flexion, extension, and ulnar deviation results.

EHDM use resulted in reduced wrist extension throughout the first half of the push and reduced wrist ulnar deviation throughout the second half of the push. Perhaps more importantly, EHDM propulsion consistently utilized an average wrist orientation within the limits of the neutral range of wrist positioning in both planes of motion as specified by Keir et al. [13]. CMW propulsion, alternatively, utilizes an average wrist orientation outside of the neutral range of extension during the first half of the push and outside of the neutral range of ulnar deviation during the second half of the push. The size of the carpal tunnel is known to be reduced at extremes of extension and ulnar deviation, which increases carpal tunnel pressure and the likelihood of median nerve compression [17]. Therefore, less time spent in extreme ranges of extension and ulnar deviation as seen with EHDM use may reduce median nerve compression and therefore cumulative median nerve damage typical of CTS.

Two studies observed typical wheelchair users and wheelchair athletes and determined that both groups started the push with wrist extended and radially deviated and moved to ulnar deviation and flexion or extension for the latter half of the push [10,17]. The results of the current study exhibit a transition from extreme extension and radial deviation to slight extension and ulnar deviation throughout the push using the CMW, which mirrors previously reported results of CMW propulsion [10,17]. Peak moments and forces at the wrist were reported to occur at the beginning and end of the push during the more extreme ranges of motion in both the direction of extension and radial and ulnar deviation [10,17]. These large forces and torques compress the median nerve more as deviation from the neutral range of orientation compared with CMW use. Perhaps more importantly, EHDM propulsion consistently utilized an average wrist orientation within the limits of the neutral range of wrist positioning in both planes of motion as specified by Keir et al. [13]. CMW propulsion, alternatively, utilizes an average wrist orientation outside of the neutral range of extension during the first half of the push and outside of the neutral range of ulnar deviation during the second half of the push. The size of the carpal tunnel is known to be reduced at extremes of extension and ulnar deviation, which increases carpal tunnel pressure and the likelihood of median nerve compression [17]. Therefore, less time spent in extreme ranges of extension and ulnar deviation as seen with EHDM use may reduce median nerve compression and therefore cumulative median nerve damage typical of CTS.

Table 3.
Paired samples t-tests comparing average radial and ulnar deviation of wrist at each percentile interval (negative values represent ulnar deviation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval (%)</th>
<th>Conventional Manual Wheelchair (°)</th>
<th>Ergonomic Hand Drive Mechanism (°)</th>
<th>t-Test</th>
<th>Significance (p-Value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00–10</td>
<td>4.9 ± 7.1</td>
<td>-1.9 ± 8.1</td>
<td>-6.524</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>2.3 ± 6.9</td>
<td>-3.1 ± 8.1</td>
<td>-3.356</td>
<td>0.007*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>-0.2 ± 7.5</td>
<td>-4.9 ± 7.8</td>
<td>-2.122</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–40</td>
<td>-2.8 ± 8.5</td>
<td>-6.4 ± 7.4</td>
<td>-1.349</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>-6.2 ± 9.3</td>
<td>-7.2 ± 6.7</td>
<td>-0.345</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–60</td>
<td>-10.6 ± 9.8</td>
<td>-6.8 ± 6.0</td>
<td>1.242</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–70</td>
<td>-14.7 ± 9.5</td>
<td>-5.6 ± 5.5</td>
<td>2.930</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–80</td>
<td>-17.5 ± 8.2</td>
<td>-4.4 ± 4.7</td>
<td>4.761</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–90</td>
<td>-18.0 ± 6.6</td>
<td>-3.4 ± 3.9</td>
<td>6.849</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90–100</td>
<td>-16.8 ± 6.0</td>
<td>-3.3 ± 4.4</td>
<td>7.089</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values are mean ± standard deviation. Shaded cells indicate that mean values exceed limits of neutral range of wrist radial and/or ulnar deviation.

*Significant result at 0.01 level (two-tailed).
increases [12]. Reducing wrist extension at the beginning of the push and ulnar deviation at the end of the push with EHDM use, therefore, represents an important reduction of peak push forces acting on the wrist and consequently possible compression of the median nerve.

**STUDY LIMITATIONS**

This study is limited by a small sample size that includes a heterogeneous group of CMW users. The diversity of the participant group and the greater experience using the CMW versus the EHDM may have increased the variability of the results, which could have reduced the number of significant findings. Future studies should involve a greater number of individuals to allow for separate analyses of different groups of wheelchair users as well as allow for a longer training period with the EHDM.

Additionally, all current study participants used the same wheelchair regardless of the height and weight of the participant. Participants were able to adjust the levers to a preferred length and orientation, but an optimized wheelchair fit could maximize performance. Although not imperative because each individual acted as his or her own control, a better fit to the wheelchair could improve the mechanical efficiency of an individual and alter the utilized wrist range of motion overall. Future studies would use multiple wheelchair sizes to better accommodate a larger range of study participants.

Self-selected speeds and cadences were utilized throughout the study for both testing conditions in order to prevent artificial constraints on propulsion. Not controlling speed and cadence for EHDM and CMW propulsion may have limited the interpretation of the results. The findings of the study performed by Boninger et al. [10], however, provide evidence that the results of this study are still meaningful. Additionally, limiting the control of propulsion style and collecting more natural, ecologically valid propulsion data better serve the study purpose of examining the kinematics of each propulsion style.

Although the wrist angle calculations, as outlined in this study, are commonly performed, errors in the alignment of the body segment axes are always possible, as noted by Piazza and Cavanagh [24]. This type of misalignment could result in incorrect angles being calculated. Using the Vicon upper limb model, however, safeguards against this error as much as possible by utilizing extra markers on the hand and forearm segments to better align these body segment axes.

This study provides a comparison of the two propulsion conditions in terms of short bouts of linear propulsion. Although analyzing the differences of continuous forward propulsion is an important first step, wheelchair propulsion is often punctuated with frequent stopping, starting, and turning. Additionally, the effects of wheelchair propulsion in contributing to the development of overuse injuries are cumulative. Future studies should include an examination of the effectiveness of the EHDM in improving wrist mechanics during a more complex propulsion protocol completing several different tasks as well as a longitudinal study observing the incidence of CTS in those using a CMW versus the EHDM.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The results of this study indicate that EHDM propulsion reduces the occurrence of CTS risk factors compared with CMW use. The EHDM utilizes a more neutral range of wrist orientations than CMW propulsion. Perhaps more importantly, EHDM propulsion consistently utilized an average wrist orientation within the limits of the neutral range of wrist positioning in both planes of motion, as specified by Keir et al. [13]. It is likely that the more neutral range of wrist orientations reduces median nerve compression with EHDM use. Because median nerve damage typical of CTS is cumulative, any reduction in degenerative factors marks an important step toward reducing the likelihood of developing CTS [9].
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